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Just one pen all it takes
IT WAS only by chance
Cameron and Jenny
MacPherson had any
lambs left to enter the
Prime Lamb All-Breeds
Hoof and Hook
Competition this year – but
they are pleased they did.
The MacPhersons
entered a pen of five,
seven-and-a-half-monthold lambs, a cross
between stud rams from
their own Myrtle Vale Poll
Dorsets and out of Prime
SAMM ewes from their
Rosemere SAMM stud,
both based at Junee.
The single pen claimed

the reserve champion
combined hoof and hook
ribbon as well as the
champion hoof title.
The lambs averaged 50.4
kilograms liveweight and
24.9kg carcase weight,
yielding 49.2 per cent,
according to statistics
provided by Practical
Systems, Armidale.
Stud principal Cameron
MacPherson (pictured)
said it had been more than
20 years since they
entered a lamb
competition.
“We were coming to the
Dubbo Show anyway for

the NSW State Sheep
Show so we thought we
would enter some after
hearing it was being
revamped,” he said.
Mr MacPherson said he
hadn’t had any lambs left
at this time of the year in
about 10 years.
“The ewes were a little
later lambing so we had
nine lambs to choose from
(for the competition).”
While he usually receives
feedback direct from his
customers, Mr McPherson
said it was good to receive
detailed feedback from the
competition as well.

Dorper and White Dorper
DOMINATION
Proud to have achieved the objective recognition
which makes the Dorper and White Dorper
breed the obvious ‘prime lamb carcase choice’
for Australian Sheep producers

made $325/head average and
$360/average respectively while
Cumnock local Glynn Bruce’s
Poll Dorsets made an average
of $350/head.
A total of 41 bidders registered with 27 charities nominated to benefit from the auction.

Prime Lamb All-Breeds Hoof
and Hook Competition committee member Terry Mitchell
said the committee was
overwhelmed with the amazing support shown in the auction.
“Next year we hope to include
some more affordable lambs so

we can get even more people
involved in the auction,” he
said.
The sale was conducted
by Richardson and Sinclair,
Dubbo, with Graeme Board,
Davidson
Cameron
and
Co, Dubbo as the auctioneer.

goes three from three in comp
so it’s good to know whether
I’m going in the right direction,” he said.
“It’s good for my clients to
know I’m going in the right
direction as well.”
Mr
Pickles
entered
November 2013-drop, third
and fourth generation commercial Dorpers and White
Dorpers.
“I thought they were
pretty good carcases but
wanted some objective judgment to prove it,” Mr Pickles
said.
The lambs were straight out
of a paddock with some ryegrass and clover, according
to Mr Pickles, who said they
had received no special

treatment prior to the competition.
“They were weaned in
February because their mothers were doing it a bit tough,
they have been on pretty good
feed since March because it
rained,” he said.
“We ran through a selection
in the yards, picked out a few I
thought looked pretty good
and that’s all I had to do.”
Eager to enter the competition again next year, Mr
Pickles said he wouldn’t be
surprised if the number of
entries doubled.
“I expect the Dorpers to
dominate again next year,” he
laughed.

ANNALARA
WHITE DORPERS
Grand Champion Hoof
& Hook Pen of Lambs

Stephen Cresswell
0407 912 006
www.annalarwhitedorper.com.au

SPRY’S
BURRAWANG
WHITE DORPERS
DORPERS &
WHITE DORPERS Champion Pen on the Hook

Champion Vendor Bred Pen
of Lambs
Reserve Champion Pen
on the Hook
Highest Carcase Points Score
Most Successful Exhibitor
of the Show

TL1924656

from Mr Pickles’ commercial
flock.
Mr Pickles took home
blue ribbons for the highest
scoring individual carcase,
first in the trade hoof
class, first in the trade hook
class, reserve champion in
the hoof section and reserve
champion in the hook
section while also being
sashed the most successful
exhibitor.
It was the first time Mr
Pickles had ever entered the
competition but he said he
considers it the most important event of the show for
meat breeders.
“I turn off 10,000 lambs a
year and breed my own rams

Graham Pickles
0418 112 888
www.bwswhitedorper.com.au

Matt & Kate Spry
0428 698 350
www.spryswhitedorpers.com.au
kate@spryswhitedorpers.com.au

– REBECCA SHARPE

NB: All of the above champion lambs were straight off grass - NO supplementary feeding!
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